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Holiday Comfort
Creating solace with food and experiences
The Holidays are approaching and that means it's time to start cooking
up everyone's favorite comfort food dishes. It has been an especially
interesting and challenging year for all of us. It comes as no surprise
that food is one of those things that bring us that safe feeling. We tend
to go for special, often unhealthy foods on celebratory occasions like
Thanksgiving. Healthy eating is always the best choice, but why not
indulge a little with some moderation of course.
Food has the power to bring us back to the past and allows us to tap
into those warm fuzzy memories of friends and family. There is a strong
link between scents and emotional memory, and with a whiff or a bite,
we can be transported right into that place of time. Food is powerful in
so many ways it can be healing and it can be the opposite. Think of
ways we can serve comfort food without the guilt. Switch out your
heavy cream and cheese or even just cut it back to start. Serve desserts
that are naturally sweet and don't need all that sugar. Watch those
carbs and have fun!
There are other ways we can use food to drive experience and create a
cozy atmosphere conducive to remembering a favorite meal. Since
traveling will be cut out this year and families are unable to have a
meal with their loved ones, it is especially important that we give them
a great experience for the holiday's. Create a recipe exchange in your
community and then try and recreate them. Don't just make the food,
make the memories!

Rising Food Prices
Will costs continue to go up during the
pandemic?
The COVID-19 pandemic continues to affect the people
who buy, sell and make food. Conditions constrain
purveyors and these spiking prices hurt both the food
and hospitality industry as a whole. With many
restaurants only partially reopened, how has the supply
chain changed? This story varies for every industry but
all have thematic similarities. In our industry we are
feeling the rollercoaster of pricing and are challenged to
find balance obtaining the products we normally buy on
a weekly basis. As restaurants open and close in our
areas it will continue to disrupt our supply chain.
How could an environmental crises like wildfires impact
the food supply chain in the coming weeks and
months? These developments are extremely troubling
for the food system, so remain poised to react in your
community. The Western United States is incredibly
important to your plate. Things like Climate change
already have become top of mind for many of these
producers as water access becomes an obstacle.

Meat prices have been rising as major processing
facilities shut down or operations are slowed down
because workers have been getting sick with Covid19. At the same time, demand for meat in grocery
stores has spiked as consumers eat more at home.
Below is an average calculated within our company
on products our managers order every week. This
shows you just how much our staple products have
gone up since March 2020.
Beef: 25.1 % increase
Eggs: 12.1 % increase
Pork: 11.8 % increase
Poultry: 8.7% increase
Vegetables: 13.3% increase
Supplies: 11% increase
Bottom line- costs are going up and we as leaders in
the industry need to prepare for this inevitability. We
need to work with our clients, chefs, purveyors and
local producers any way we can to get creative and
tackle this head on. Try new products, talk with
peers and adapt together.

Budget Friendly Apple
Cider-Braised Tukey
Drumsticks
INGREDIENTS:

2 tablespoons
vegetable oil
Four 2-pound turkey
drumsticks
Kosher salt and freshly
ground pepper
1 cup diced celery (3
celery ribs)
1 cup diced carrot (2
large carrots)
2 cups diced onion (1
large onion)
1 quart apple cider
1 1/2 cups turkey stock,
chicken stock or
low-sodium broth
2 bay leaves
4 thyme sprigs
3 tablespoons finely
chopped parsley

DIRECTIONS:Step 1 Preheat the oven to 325°. In a very large deep skillet, heat the oil
until shimmering. Season the drumsticks with salt and pepper, add them to the skillet
and cook over moderate heat, turning, until browned all over, about 8 minutes.Transfer
the drumsticks to a platter. Step 2 Add the celery, carrot, onion anda pinch of each salt
and pepper to the skillet and cook over moderate heat until the onion is translucent,
about 5 minutes. Add the cider, stock, bay leaves and thyme and bring to a boil. Pour
the mixture into a large roasting pan. Add the drumsticks and cover tightly with foil.
Braise the turkey in the oven for 45 minutes. Uncover and braise for 15 to 20 minutes
longer, until an instant-read thermometer inserted in the thickest part of the thigh
registers 165°. Carve the drumsticks and transfer the meat to a deep serving platter.
Step 3 Strain the braising liquid through a fine-mesh strainer into a medium saucepan,
pressing hard on the solids. Spoon off any fat. Boil over moderately high heat until
reduced to 4 cups. Season the cider jus with salt and pepper and spoon some of it over
the turkey. Sprinkle Apple Cider Braised Turkey Drumsticks with the parsley and serve.
Serves 8.

Kitchen Safety
What steps are you taking to make your
kitchen safe
Times are tough right now, and we know you’re focused on your
kitchen but don’t forget to take care of yourself too. Look for ways
to keep your stress levels down. Like exercise, meditation, or sip
cider and read a good book before bed. If you’re protecting your
employees and customers by heeding food safety tips and
keeping your kitchen clean you’re playing an important role in
helping to slow the spread of COVID-19.

Rules of thumb

Employee of the
Month
Spotlighting our Shining Stars
Josh J. From Prairie Care Mental Health
Care
Josh has been a positive force during these
challenging times .
Josh is a teammate that sets an example of
what hard work looks like at Prairie Care. Josh
has come in early, stayed late and picked up
extra shifts. He takes direction and works neat
and tidy.

1. Healthy Staff-keep sick employees home, screen, and follow local laws
2. Hand Hygiene-it is crucial this is often and required,
3. Have Adequate Supplies-stocked cleaning supplies, hand soap, paper
towels, masks, gloves, sanitizer, and to go containers.
4. Clean and then Clean Again!
5. Shared Objects-limited items that staff and guests share or pass
around.
6. Signs, Messages, Training, & Education-have it accessible and go over
often.
7. Modified Layouts and Procedures-with social distancing requirements.
8. Proper Mask Wearing and Ventilation-open doors and windows when
possible. All staff required to wear a mask should do so in an effective
way.
9. Promoting Behaviors and Reducing Spread-limited and smaller
gatherings, minimal travel keeping up to date with regulatory awareness
in you area.
10. Testing and Contact Tracing- do so if available and when necessary.

Managers of the
Quarter

Keep it up. You’ve got this.

Praising Leaders for a Job Well Done

Josh is supportive and is loyal to his team. We
appreciate you Josh! Thank you for all that you
do!

RD OF THE YEAR
Claire M from Marquardt Village

Patrice R. from Prairie Care Mental
Health Care
Duane M. from Cedar Ridge
Residential Treatment

Book
Club
Food Cost Control for Success
Synopsis: "Today's Professional Chef must do much
more than simply create and/or manage great food.
With budget meetings, fluctuating food cost
percentages, menu mix analysis and theories on
promoting items based upon margin versus based
upon food cost... there is a plethora of skills which a
Chef must be competent at. This book provides an
in depth, detailed analysis of how to manage your
food cost to bring you and your business one step
closer to being successful."
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“When we are no
longer able to
change a situation,
we are challenged to
change ourselves.”
—Victor Frankl

